
Appendix

1. Detailed Observation Space
In this section, we provide more details about different

components of observation space for both the privileged
teacher policy and visual policies. The Unitree A1 robot
we used has 12 joints, corresponding to 12 Degrees of Free-
dom (DoF), and we use positional control for the 12 DOF.
Specifically, the proprioceptive input contains:

• Joint Rotations - R12×2 contains joint rotations for all
joints (12D) for the past two control step.

• Joint Velocity - R12 contains joint velocities for all
joints (12D).

• Previous Action - R12×2 contains positional com-
mand for all joints (12D) for the past two control step.

• Projected Gravity - R3 contains the projected gravity
in the robot frame, representing the orientation of the
robot.

The privileged information for privileged teacher policy
training contains:

• Linear Velocity - R3 contains the linear velocity of the
robot in the world frame.

• Angular Velocity - R3 contains the linear velocity of
the robot in the world frame.

• Environment Parameters - R8 contains randomized
environment parameters.

For visual observation, we provide N = 5 frames of the
depth image (64×64) to construct the perception history. To
simulate the noisy visual observation in the real world, for
each time step, we randomly sample 1% pixels in (64, 64)
depth image and set the reading for these pixels to be the
maximum reading.

2. Reward for Privileged Teacher Training
For the training of privileged teacher policy in all envi-

ronments we use the same reward function as follows:

R = αforward ∗Rforward + αenergy ∗Renergy

+ αheight ∗Rheight + αamp ∗Ramp

In our experiment, we use αforward = 1, αenerge =
−0.005, αheight = −2.0, αamp = 1.0

we provide specific formulations of different reward
terms in our reward function

Rforward = 1 + |vrobot − vtarget|/vtarget

where vrobot is the current robot speed along the forward
direction, and the vtarget = 0.4 is the target moving forward
speed.

Renergy =
∑
i

|τi × q̇i|

where τi is the the motor torques applied to the ith joint,
and the q̇i is the joint velocity for the ith joint.

Rheight = ||hrobot − htarget||

where hrobot is the current relative height of the robot with
respect to the terrain, and the htarget = 0.265 is the target
height to track.

For AMP reward, we follow the setting in Peng et al [1],
where a gait discriminator is trained to distinguish the gait
in the reference motions and the gait produced by the RL
policy. The score (between 0 and 1) from the discriminator
is used as the AMP reward. The gait closer to the reference
motions is assigned a higher reward.

3. Commitment on Releasing Code
We commit to release the code of our work covering

the simulated environment, policy training, and policy de-
ployment upon the acceptance of the work. We believe our
open-sourced code will be an important contribution to the
community.
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